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Store Clerk People’s Pawn
Shop Inc. Seeking part time
young person, will work
around class schedule, must
be able to lift heavy objects,
be well groomed, honest,
reliable, and able to pass
criminal background check.
Apply in person Monday thru
Friday 9am to 4pm. See Jon.
1324 Assembly St. Columbia,
SC 29201. 803-256-1888.
Email peoples9@bellsouth.net

Boutique Shoppers Needed
Love boutique shopping?
Ongoing mystery shops at
shoe & apparel stores. Females betw 20-41 for apparel
stores and (size 2-8 ) Females
betw 20-60 & shoe size 6-10
for shoe stores. No purchase
Req’d, $22/shop. Apply online
at http://www.sassieshop.
com/2serviceperformance
Email melissag@spgweb.com

Medical Billing & Collection
Company Physician billing
and collection company has
2 openings for data entry and
various other clerical duties.
We will work around class
schedule. Please reply with
resume or letter of interest
to include your GPA, Class
and anticipated degree. Office is located in Northeast
Columbia close to I-20 & I-77.
Email sstrange@physicianservicessc.com
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For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

Send us your best “Gameday Style”
Tag your “Gameday Style” photos on
Instagram with #Brittonsgameday
brittonsofcolumbia.com
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6 Nanny’s
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For solutions to
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go to
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or download our
app!
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52 Landed
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hoopsters
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Briefing
Welcome Home

“What happened [in Dallas], regardless of
the reason, is not acceptable.

Join us for our Homecoming Party

It shouldn’t have
happened.”

Southern Style

Friday 10am – 7pm & Saturday 10am – 6pm

Hannah Jeﬀrey

— Anthony Fauci, director of the Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases of the National Institutes of Health, on Ebola in the U.S.

“Please remove
Mr. Hawes from
society.”

We show both
college & NFL!

USC professor detained in
Russia, not imprisoned

“It was a terrible experience. It
seemed that everything was ﬁne.
The weather was
ﬁne. The trail was
not so hard.
Until the storm.”
- Yakov Megreli, an Israeli medical student who
was trapped in a Tibetan
snowstorm that killed at
least 27 hikers

— Pat Wilson, whose daughter, USC professor Jennifer
Wilson, was stabbed to death
in her home by Hank Hawes

@HANNAHJEFFREY34

Randy Covington, a professor
in the School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, was
detained in Russia Thursday
for teaching an investigative
journalism seminar.
Covington and fellow journalist
Joe Bergantino arrived in Russia
earlier this week to conduct
journalism training with Russian
reporters.
After a successful
two-day workshop in Moscow,
the pair headed to St. Petersburg
to begin a second workshop
but were stopped by Russian
officials, who instructed them
to stop teaching, according to
Charles Bierbauer, dean of the
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications.
“This is an abrupt intervention,”

Bierbauer said. “It was
something we were trying to
do to enhance journalism and
enhance journalism education in
Russia.”
Bierbauer said he spoke
with Covington after he and
Bergantino underwent a visa
hearing, in which they were told
their visas did not permit them
to teach in Russia. The U.S.
Embassy instructed them not
to obtain a business visa, since
those are harder to get.
“They were doing what they
were supposed to do and then
suddenly, the rules changed,”
Bierbauer said.
A c c o r d i n g t o B i e r b a u e r,
Covington has traveled to Russia
four or five times in the past
without issue.
“He’s ﬁne. He was not arrested.
He was not imprisoned,”
Bierbauer said. “We’ll have to
wait until he gets back and see
what kind of stories he has to
WE
tell.”

“Even as we celebrate their
achievements, we must recommit ourselves to the world that
they seek — one in which our
daughters have the right and opportunity to get an education and
in which all children are treated
equally.”
— Barack Obama’s response to Malala Yousafzai
and Kailash Satyarthi sharing the Nobel Peace Prize

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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What
now?
Following their bye
week, the Gamecocks face in-state
opponent Furman
to begin the second
half of a season that
has already been
diﬃcult, to say the
least. South Carolina sits at 3-3 after
six games, facing a
remaining schedule
that features the
reigning SEC West
champion, Auburn.
Dalton Abel
@DALTON_ABEL22

Courtesy of MCT Campus
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Behind Enemy ines

Behind Enemy Lines: 5 questions
with Paladin sports editor Forest Stulting

Despite current 4-game losing streak,
Furman looks to capitalize on struggling
South Carolina team to pull off upset

Q:

What do you think the Paladins have to
do in order to stay in this game and have
a shot to pull off an upset?

Q:

What’s the excitement level around campus
when Furman plays big schools like South
Carolina? Do fans see it as a chance to get national
exposure or just a bad beating waiting to happen?

Forest Stulting
@FURMANNEWSPAPER

Q:

It’s no secret that South Carolina has
struggled in the last few weeks. What is
Furman’s confidence level going in to this game?

A:

Furman is coming off a double OT loss
at the hands of the third-ranked team in
the FCS, Coastal Carolina. The Paladins had a
chance at winning the game but fell short on a
trick play in the first OT. I think our confidence
will be higher than ever. Our third-string
quarterback has had a few weeks to get used to
the system and be comfortable in it. Since we
are not playing for much besides pride, I think
that we will play with a looseness that will allow
us to stay in the game.

A:

The biggest thing in my opinion is going
to be ball control. Furman has one of the
better defenses in the SoCon and possibly the
FCS, so if we are able to keep our offense on
the field I think we will have a great shot at
winning.

The students get really excited when we play a
big school like South Carolina. Especially with
recent history of us traveling to other SEC and ACC
schools and giving them a run for their money. (Pun
intended.)

Q:

Q:

Furman is in the middle of a four-game
losing streak, but they haven’t necessarily
been blown out in all those losses. How close is
this team to turning a corner and competing in
the Southern Conference?

A:

The Paladins are very close to turning
around the season. With the loss of our
starting quarterback in the first game, we have
had to play a game of musical chairs at that
position. And it seems that we have found a
winner in P.J. Blazejowski.

Prediction:
I think it will be a lot closer than the experts think. And maybe even a different
outcome. With the Paladins surging and the Gamecocks doing anything but
that, I predict that the Paladins will win 27-24. The difference is going to be
the play calling of the Head Ball Coach, Steve Spurrier. He will not let Mike
Davis and the supporting cast of running backs take control of the line and the
game. Instead, he is going to try to beat the ‘Dins through the air. But it will
be ineffective against the pass rush of the Paladins. This is going to be the game
that Bruce Fowler and the Paladins turn the season around and make a push for
the SoCon title.

A:

Which Furman players should South Carolina
fans be on the lookout for Saturday?

A:

On the defensive side, the Gamecock offense
should be aware of defensive end Gary Wilkins
(the SoCon defensive player of the month) and
linebacker Marcus McMorris. These two seniors
are the two leaders of the Paladin defense. On the
offensive side, I’ve already mentioned one and that
is true freshman quarterback P.J. Blazejowski. He has
really taken hold of the Paladins offense. The other
is his throwing mate Jordan Snellings. With a big
frame, look for Blazejowski to try to find the Paladins’
leading receiver.

Your best new
follow

@thegamecock

HAPPY HOMECOMING!
SERVING DOLLAR BEER EVERYDAY!
Ask about our low rental rates for your next event

Join the
Fun !

New daily drink specials!
Follow us on Twitter @blazingcopper1
for upcoming October events!
If you are under the age of 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

TUES. - SAT. FROM 5 P.M. UNTIL 2 A.M.
812 Harden St. blazingcopper.com 803.779.4445

HAPPY HOMECOMING!
1022 SENATE STREET COLUMBIA, SC 29201 MUSICFARM.COM

Join us for Brunch

PATRICK
DAVIS
OCT 17

KELLER
WILLIAMS
OCT 18

POP EVIL
OCT 23

ATLAS
ROAD CREW

RYAN
HEMSWORTH
NOV 6

THE BLUE DOGS
NOV 7

BREATHE CAROLINA
& CANDYLAND
NOV 15

O.A.R.
NOV 17

OCT 31

BIG
GIGANTIC
OCT 30

SEVENDUST
ACOUSTIC
NOV 8

Served Saturdays from 10am-2pm and
Sundays from 10am-12pm

or watch your favorite college or NFL team!
2030 DEVINE STREET | FIVE POINTS | 803.799.0196 | YESTERDAYSSC.COM

ERIC
HUTCHINSON
NOV 11

Oct 19 Jazz Showcase & Workshop FREE!

Nov 22

Oct 29 I'm Shmacked

Dec 6

To redeem this weeks deal simply cut out the coupon or download our app, click on Deal of the Week and show at checkout.

WHO’S BAD
NOV 21

Infected Mushroom
Chevelle

dailygamecock.com

@TDGDeals
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Jeﬀrey Davis | Weekender

aturday’s tilt with Furman
was a mere afterthought
a couple of months ago,
if not a couple of weeks
ago.
Leading up to the
opener against Texas
A&M, fans and media
professionals alike
checked off wins and
losses on their paper
schedules in an attempt to peek into the cloudy
crystal ball of the upcoming college football
season.
While the first six games required minimal
debate, the “W” likely went next to the
Paladins without hesitation for most.
Following a crushing defeat at Kentucky
that left South Carolina with three losses for
the first time in four years, the Gamecocks
have had two weeks to toss and turn over FCS
opponent Furman.
Head coach Steve Spurrier said that
serious improvements needed to come from
within before they could even consider
underestimating any opponent.
“We need to really concern ourselves with
how we play, just make sure that we get in the
habit of playing sound, fundamental football,”
Spurrier said. “We’re always looking to see if
we can play the best we can.”

S

Nothing seems certain in Gamecock
Country these days as buzz continues over
inconsistent production on both sides of the
ball as well as the sidelines.
Despite entering Saturday’s contest in the
midst of a four-game losing streak, the Paladins
currently boast the top passing defense in the
FCS, allowing just 132 yards per game through
the air, compared to over 170 on the ground.
Given these numbers, South Carolina’s playcalling will be in the spotlight early and often
Saturday, even though the Gamecocks figure
to be a higher-caliber opponent than those that
Furman has faced thus far.
After compiling 183 yards in three and a
half quarters against Kentucky two weeks ago,
junior tailback Mike Davis did not receive a
single carry on the final two drives of the game
— both ending in interceptions.
This came just one week after Spurrier
elected not to go for two in an eventual onepoint loss to Missouri.
The way this season has gone, it’s easy to
forget that the Gamecocks had three losses
when they went to the SEC Championship
in 2010. However, this team has a remarkably
different feel to it.
With a road test against Auburn looming
next week, South Carolina has the chance to
shake up the college football landscape once
more.

The lowest of stepping stones needs to be
accomplished Saturday, something Spurrier
feels his team is prepared to do.
One has to wonder what the current mental
makeup is of a team that knows it will fall
short of preseason expectations with half of its
schedule still remaining.
But, according to redshirt senior offensive
guard A.J. Cann, tin terms of confidence, the
Gamecocks are fine.
“We go out with the same mentality,” he
said. “We’re looking to win, play the best we
can and go out and execute. We don’t look at
who we’re playing.”
Although Saturday’s contest may be
looked upon as a no-win situation, its mental
implications go far beyond any tactical
discoveries the Gamecocks may find.
But if South Carolina comes out and clicks
on all cylinders after what Spurrier identified
as two good weeks of practice, the Missouri
and Kentucky losses may become just a little
easier to forget.
The first step to restoring a seemingly lost
identity, Cann said, is harnessing the passion
he and his teammates have during this tough
stretch.
“Once we get fired up, it’s football,” Cann
said. “Everybody loves to play this game, so
once you step out on this field, you’re going to
be prepared and ready to go.”
WE

www.HubatColumbia.com
(803) 369-8274 • leasing@hubatcolumbia.com
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Sexual Assault and Violence
Intervention & Prevention

Week Eight
Schedule highlighted by battles
to stay alive in title conversation
Danny Garrison
@DANNYLGARRISON

No. 21 Texas A&M at No.
7 Alabama

Oct. 29, 2014
8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Open to all students, faculty & staff
Register: www.sa.sc.edu/shs/DVatWork
Keynote Speaker - Johnny Lee, Director, Peace at
Work, an agency dedicated to the prevention of violence
in and through the workplace
Breakout Sessions
• Domestic Violence 101: The Basics
• Domestic Violence: An HR Perspective: What
Supervisors can do to recognize, prevent and respond
to DV in the Workplace

Kentucky at LSU

WE

• Domestic Violence at Work Threat Assessment
Exercise

1410 North Millwood Avenue

Closing Session - School of Education Panel - Panel
will discuss the effects of domestic violence at work,
speciﬁcally the impact the August 2011 stabbing death of
professor Jennifer Wilson in her home had on the School
of Education.

(at the intersection of North Millwood Ave
and Washington Street)

Columbia, SC 29204

r
obe
Oct

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success
through healthy living

.

.

The University of South Carolina is an equal
opportunity institution.

ness
ware
nce A

LSU head coach Les Miles calls the
Tigers’ Death Valley the place “where
dreams go to die.” But the dream-todeath ratio has been 50/50 in two SEC
games there this year, and Kentucky
will look to put another dent in that
Saturday. The Wildcats are sitting at
5-1 and could very well break into
the top-25 and the SEC championship
conversation with a win over the
Tigers. Stop laughing — it’s true. By
LSU’s standards, this season has been
a disappointment so far, but you can
never count out a program as established
as the one from Baton Rouge . And it
doesn’t hurt that true freshman running
back Leonard Fournette has been as
terrifying for opponents as advertised.
Despite the various storylines, one
of two things can happen Saturday:
either Kentucky wins, propelling the
Wildcats to a program-defining win and
devastating LSU, or the Tigers win and
everyone outside the state of Louisiana
goes home disappointed.

Viole

Courtesy of MCT Campus

If the absurdity of the 2014 SEC
East could be summarized in one game,
it’d probably be this matchup between
Missouri and Florida. In the Tigers’ (4-2,
1-1 SEC) last three games, they’ve lost to
Indiana, mounted an improbable comeback

THE TAILGATE DOESN’T START
‘TILL YOUR CAR DOES

estic

Missouri at Florida

win against South Carolina and been shut
out 34-0 by Georgia . The Gators (32, 2-2 SEC) look highly uninterested
in winning games and quarterback Jeff
Driskel has flat-out forgotten how to play
football. These two programs are both very
much alive in the hunt for the division
title, with one conference loss for Mizzou
and two for Florida . The SEC East is a
strange bird, perhaps the strangest of all
the birds. Regardless, someone has to win
this game because this isn’t the NFL where
you can tie. The winner can keep relative
pace with Georgia for a spot in the SEC
championship game. As for the loser, well,
you can’t really count anything out with
this division, so maybe they can win, too.

Domestic Violence
@ Work
Conference

Dom

While it’s technically true to say Alabama
is Alabama in a geographical and literal
sense, Alabama is not Alabama. Head
coach Nick Saban’s bunch has put together
an uncharacteristic 5-1 record in which the
Tide narrowly escaped a loss to Arkansas
and fell to an Ole Miss defense that should
be locked up for assault. Alabama has
certainly not looked nearly as dominant as
the fighting A.J. McCarrons of days past.
All this should point to an upset-in-themaking for Texas A&M, but the Aggies are
in the throngs of a two-game losing streak
at the hands of the pair of bulldozers from
the state of Mississippi. But regardless of
the downward trend, A&M quarterback
and resident “trill” person, Kenny Hill
, leads the SEC with 2,511 passing yards
and 23 touchdown tosses . As Phyllis from
Mulga, Alabama would have you believe,
the Crimson Tide’s dynasty isn’t quite over.
But the Aggies should give Bama a run for
its money this weekend, and a loss could
certainly put a bow on the Tide’s reign of
terror.

Student Health Services
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Week Eight
Predictions
from the staff of

GET A FREE DOUGHNUT
OCT 31 WHEN YOU WEAR YOUR
COSTUME IN STORE

David
Roberts

Tanner
Abel

Dalton
Abel

Sports Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

Senior Writer

Notre Dame (5) at Florida State (2)

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Florida State

Florida State

Kansas State (14) at Oklahoma (11)

Kansas State

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Kansas State

Texas A&M (21) at Alabama (7)

Alabama

Texas A&M

Texas A&M

Alabama

Oklahoma State (15) at TCU (12)

TCU

TCU

TCU

TCU

Stanford (23) at Arizona State (17)

Arizona State

Stanford

Stanford

Stanford

Kentucky at LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

Missouri at Florida

Missouri

Florida

Florida

Florida

Tennessee at Ole Miss (3)

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Georgia (10) at Arkansas

Arkansas

Georgia

Arkansas

Arkansas

© 2014 KKDC

*No purchase necessary. No masks please. Offer valid 10/31/14 at participating U.S. Krispy Kreme® shops only and is subject to product availability (which may vary by market). Limit one free
doughnut per guest per visit. Not valid with any other offer. Not redeemable at grocery or convenience stores. Customer pays any sales tax. Void where prohibited.

Danny
Garrison

Furman at South Carolina

S. Carolina 48 S. Carolina 50 S. Carolina 42 S. Carolina 48
Furman 17
Furman 24
Furman 21
Furman 20
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Ask Dailey
@askdailey
My parents live in Columbia
and they’re always pestering me
to come home for the weekend.
I’m all for free food, but I want
to experience college. How do I break it to them
that I’m just not interested?

Q:
A:

You have to tell them directly. If
your parents are like most, they’ll
understand that you need space to
do your own thing. If you’re an only
child, their feeling of detachment from their kid is
magnified. Hard as it may be, give them a call and
explain what you’re feeling. They’ll understand.
My boyfriend just broke up with
me. I have a class with him during
the week, and the thought of
seeing him day after day paralyzes
me. Do you have any advice?

Q:

Listen: life is going to suck for a
while. Maybe even a long while.
That’s a given. There’s no way of
getting back at him, and if you think
there is, you shouldn’t. Revenge can take some
seriously hurtful forms and isn’t worth thinking
about. If he says its over, it’s over. That’s the
first thing.
The second thing: If you physically cannot go
to class with him there, then you should drop
the class. I’m serious. You shouldn’t have to
sacrifice your mental health for something you
can finish up some other time.
Lastly: You have to get through this yourself.
It’s important to have someone to talk to, and
if you can find someone willing to help you
deal with the first few days, fantastic. But doing
this too much turns others into a crutch. They
will get bored with you. If every conversation is
about the ex — by the way you are both “ex’s”

A:

now — they will start to tune you out. Handing
off your misery onto others is excusable, but not
for long. Find help where you can, but keep in
mind that this is your personal sorrow and no
one else’s. The only one who can deal with it
is you.
WE

Receive
i a $2
$25 student
t d t discount
di
at Doctors Care — just for being you.
Open late and on weekends.
Walk-ins welcome.
Convenient Care | Urgent Care | DoctorsCare.com

NOW LEASING!

THE

Everything you need with everything you want & a few extra surprises — ALL RIGHT HERE.

RIGHT
CHOICE.
www.PointeWestApts.com

•
•
•
•
•

24 Hour Fitness Center
24 Hour Cardio Center
Basketball Court
Coffee Station
Community Shuttle to Campus

•
•
•
•
•

Community-Wide WiFi
Computer Lab & Printing Services
Cookout Area
Exciting Community Events
Gift Wrapping Station

Phone 803.739.0899 | 215 Spencer Place | Cayce, SC 29033

•
•
•
•

Hiking Trail
Sand Volleyball Court
Sparkling Pool
Tanning Dome

@PointeWest

/PointeWestApts
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Home is where
the heart is

South Carolina looks to atone for
consecutive 4th-quarter collapses
Tanner Abel
@TABELABEL

Kylie Tokar
@KYLIE_TOKES

H

advisor to being a bat girl for
the baseball

team. But
the most
important
thing, she said,
was meeting people
and broadening
horizons.
“There are people
I met as an undergrad
that I am still friends
with,” Horton said.
“If I need something
professionally, there are
people that I can call.”

Horton also explained how
many new academic opportunities
are available to students now that
weren’t back in her day.
“Academically, [USC] can teach
you a lot,
but it

teaches
you
a
lot of real
word skills if
you access all that’s
available to you,” she
said.
She explained that the
Offi ce of Student Engagement
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Ward hopes simplified scheme will
bolster defense in weeks to come

Alumnus Julie Horton talks
USC’s homecoming, what
makes university great

omecoming week at
USC holds a lot of
value for not only
c u r r e n t
students but the
alumni, as well.
The week gives
graduates
a
chance to return
to their alma mater to
celebrate school spirit and
reconnect with the people and
places that changed their lives.
Julie Horton, a member of the
MyCarolina Alumni Association
Board of Directors, graduated from
USC’s School of Journalism and
Mass Communications in 1985.
The school has changed drastically
since then, including construction
of new dorms and facilities, but she
fully supports its growth.
Horton’s daughter currently
attends USC, a third-generation
Gamecock.
“I want her to think USC is just
as wonderful, just as magical as it
was for me when I was there,” she
said. “You want to make sure that
students who come behind you get
the same kind of feeling about USC
and the same great experience.”
Horton recounted her
involvement at USC, including
everything from her job as a hall
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is one of those opportunities,
preparing students to enter the
professional world by teaching
them everything from networking
skills to table manners proper for a
business dinner.
The university has added
programs like these year after year
to offer more chances for students
to improve their experiences
here. And alumni like Horton
are impressed by the steps that
the university has taken to
improve the education of
future students.
Things like that
keep USC in Horton’s
thoughts, even decades
later.
“ Yo u c a n ’t a p p r e c i a t e
something like homecoming,”
she said. “You don’t know what
it means until you graduate and
look back on what an incredible
experience it was.”
So, take Horton’s advice and
enjoy the homecoming festivities,
remember to treasure every
moment and take advantage of the
resources that the college offers.
Because, as she said, “They help
you find you and what you want to
be, and they give you the tools to
help you get there.”
WE

It’s been quite a ride so far this season for the
South Carolina defense and not in a good way.
It’s been more like one that they thought was
going to be smooth with a few bumps, but they
didn’t expect there would be a few 50-foot drops
in the middle.
As a result of the recent two-game losing
streak, where the Gamecocks had chances to
make late stands, defensive coordinator Lorenzo
Ward has received a lot of heat for the unit’s poor
performance.
But leadership from the defense’s upperclassmen
stepped up and shouldered the blame away from
Ward for the fourth quarter collapses, saying the
recent failures are on the players.
“It wasn’t about the coaches. It was about us,”
junior safety T.J. Gurley said. “We had to look
ourselves in the eyes. We were missing a lot of
tackles, blowing some assignments.”
That’s why Ward has shifted the focus in
practice to make things simpler for his defense,
in terms of schemes with more emphasis on the
fundamentals, like tackling.
In Gurley’s opinion, his coach shouldn’t have
to simplify the schemes, as the team has had a
good bit of success with them the past couple of
seasons. Yet, it’s clear there aren’t past superstars
like Jadeveon Clowney and Kelcy Quarles that
can change the game instantly in this year’s group.
Ward is changing up some other things as well,
including where he will be during the games —
he’ll now be up in the coaching box instead of on
the sidelines. He said if he had been able to see
the Kentucky offense from up top, the Gamecocks
would have been able to stop its “Wildcat”
formation that lit them up for five touchdowns.
Kentucky’s Jojo Kemp was picking apart South
Carolina in that mobile quarterback spot two
weeks ago, which means the Gamecocks may not
have a cakewalk Saturday with another dual-threat

Olivia Barthel | Weekender

player in Furman’s true freshman quarterback, P.J.
Blazejowski.
If any positives came from South Carolina’s loss
at Kentucky, it’s that true freshman free safety D.J.
Smith seemed to make it clear that he belongs
as a starter alongside Gurley. He played well
in coverage and looked to be the most physical
player at free safety by far before getting ejected

for targeting in the third quarter. The targeting
rule states that he has to miss four quarters of a
game, so Smith won’t be allowed to play until the
second half against the Paladins.
Since Smith is one of the many players that
exemplify the Gamecock defense’s inexperience,
simplifying the play-calling stands to reason.
“I think now what we’re doing is trying to
play a little bit more base (defense) with some
of the kids we have,” defensive line coach Deke
Adams said. “We have some younger kids in
certain situations that don’t have a lot of game
experience. The easier we can make it for them,
the faster they play.”
Linebackers coach Kirk Botkin said the changes
will help the players to not think as much,
which is a good thing because according to him,
“Anytime you’re thinking, you’re playing slow.”
Maybe these adjustments can finally maximize
the potential of a South Carolina defense that
ranks 103rd in passing yards allowed per game
(264.3).
And when you’re giving up 35 points per game
like the Gamecocks are, a matchup against a
lower division team like Furman is expected to
lower that average. But if it turns into another
high-scoring affair with the Paladins winning or
nearly winning, all bets are off regarding playing
time and job security.
Redshirt senior spur Sharrod Golightly didn’t
have any answers after the game for why his team
didn’t finish against Kentucky, but he and the
team used the bye week to get over the past losses
and move ahead. Much of it was concentrating
on the “fun” aspect of football again that’s been
lacking in previous weeks.
“Definitely [the losses] were heartbreakers, but
I think you can get better from every situation,”
Golightly said. “I’m looking forward to getting
back out there.”
WE
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Gamecock Cuisine

Participate in
#Garnet&BlackFridays

Get Your
For a

Reason

In the Russell House Bookstore Today!
Wear it to the Student
Government & SAPE Tailgate
@ Gamecock Park

@UofSCSG

facebook.com/
@UofSCSG
UofSCSG

Kamila Melko | Weekender

Cock Pit Barbeque
Real barbecue comes from the heart
at local vinegar-based pork joint

See us on Saluda
Street in Five Points
for a Free Ride.
We now take VISA, Master Card &
American Express!

Lois Carlisle
@LOISCARLISLE

Cock Pit Barbeque only opened last April , but it’s
already on the South Carolina Barbeque Association’s
“100 Mile BBQ List,” an honor that only 23 pits
in the state claim . It’s located in the shadow of
Williams-Brice Stadium and in less than 24 months,
the restaurant has built a reputation with sports fans
so strong that it begs to remain tradition .
For the Herring family, owners and operators of
Cock Pit, barbecue is in their blood. According to
head chef and patriarch, Ralph Herring, the tradition
started with his grandfather. “There was no work
after the war,” he said. “So grandaddy went to a
heavily trafficked area and he dug a hole.”
It was there that Herring’s grandaddy smoked
whole pigs “low and slow” all morning and when

people left work in the afternoons for lunch, he would
open for business.
It was from him that Herring learned the formula
for vinegar-based pork, a Midlands staple. For those
of you unfamiliar with South Carolina barbecue
geography, let me lay it out for you. First of all,
“barbecue” here means pulled pork. Second, there
are three types of bases. In the lower part of the state,
they use a tomato base. In the midlands, they use
vinegar. And in the upstate, mustard-based barbecue
reigns supreme.
As a barbecue fan from the Blueridge foothills, I
am a born and bred lover of mustard-based pulled
pork. It takes a lot for me to say that vinegar makes
for the best barbecue. But I have to say, the vinegar

and citrus base at Cock Pit is good. I’d even go so
far as to day it’s damned good — so good that I ate
an entire sandwich basket in less than a minute and
a half.
It’s no wonder that on game days, the line
snakes out around the parking lot. On those special
Saturdays in South Carolina, Cock Pit serves up over
five hundred pounds of barbecue. And they’ve been
known to run out.
“We make everything fresh and serve it fast, but
we want people to know that this isn’t fast food,” said
Brooks Herring, administrator and Ralph’s son .
And he’s not kidding. Barbecue is about as slow a
food as you can get. It takes over ten hours to smoke
a pig. Multiply that by how much meat it takes to
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quell the game day crowd, and you’re
looking as the slowest food you’ve ever
seen.
And the Herrings don’t believe
in gas or electric when it comes to
cooking. They fix all of their pork in
a competition-grade, custom-built
smoker, stoked with hickory wood. On
Friday nights during football season,
the Herrings cook all throughout the
night. Brooks sleeps on a cot next to
the bar so that he can keep a close
watch on the smoker.
“I had season football tickets, but it’s
hard to get out of this place,” Brooks
said.
His father laughed. “I’ve been to one
football game,” he said. “It was in ‘69.
We’re not gonna talk about that.”
I ask if they’ve ever thought about
participating on the competitive
barbecue circuit, to which Ralph says,
“I compete everyday. When somebody
walks in here, I just won.”
And with Brooks working 80 to100
hours per week, it’s hard to imagine
either one of them spending the
weekend away from the pit.
But next year, Brooks will begin his
career as a student at USC. A military
man and weapons expert, he has been
looking forward to this day for six
years. “I’ve wanted to go to Carolina
for a long time,” he said. It’s a kind of
homecoming for Brooks Herring. He
admits that he’s unsure how it will affect
Cock Pit, but he remains optimistic.
They’ve recently added a delivery
service for which Brooks hopes to hire
more drivers. “Right now it’s just me
and my truck,” he said.
And he’s looking to expand, as well.
Ralph’s menu keeps expanding, and
customers keep showing up.
“Not to move, but to build on,” he
said. “We’ve got the customers. We just
need more space. It restricts us.”
The Herrings aren’t just spending
all their time on pork — they’ve also
got chicken and an award-winning
brisket on the menu. (Texans, are you
listening?) Ralph says when his family
grew over the years (“from 13 people,
to 200”) many members moved away.
He was sent the brisket recipe from
family in Devine, Texas. It’s so good
that it’s also featured on the South
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Carolina Barbeque Association’s “100
Mile” list . That’s no small feat in
South Carolina.
While I’m there, Cock Pit is full of
people, most of whom the Herrings call
by name, and if not that, it’s a raised
hand or a nodded head in recognition.
They’ve created a local spot in a very
globalized city. Brooks gets a call for
delivery and waves a thank you over
his shoulder as he walks out the door.
Ralph disappears into the kitchen,
and I sit in the low light for a minute,
full and happy. There’s a certain
camaraderie between people who have
just eaten great food, and everyone in
the dining room was feeling it.
Make some time to go see Ralph.
He’d love to see you.
WE
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Offense looks to regain
momentum against
Furman
Costly errors mask
impressive stats for
South Carolina
David Roberts
@DAVIDJAYROBERTS

Kamila Melko | Weekender

Cock Pit BBQ
905A Bluff Road - Across from
Williams-Brice Stadium
803-764-0236
Tues - Fri: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Open late on gamedays
Closed Sundays and Mondays
What you want:
The sandwich basket with slaw
and fries - $7.99
Brisket plate with fried pickles
and mac-n-cheese - $16.99

Six games into the regular
season and the tone of head
coach Steve Spurrier’s usually
upbeat voice has changed.
It has systematically decreased
in confidence, and his words
now seem to favor reassurance
instead of fearlessness.
“I really do believe we have
some excellent senior leaders,”
Spurrier said at his weekly press
conference.
But things just don’t feel the
same as they did four weeks ago.
Even the Head Ball Coach
admitted that there has been
a considerable shift in the
atmosphere surrounding the
team.
“No, no we’re not into tearing
down anymore. We’re more
into encouraging. I had my one
little outburst after a couple of
kickoff returns,” he said. “You
can’t get [plays] back. You try to

learn from them and move on.
And that’s where we are.”
The preseason SEC East
favorite’s hopes of winning
a conference championship
have dwindled, and now,
with Georgia on a four-game
tear, just reaching the SEC
championship game seems next
to impossible.
South Carolina and Georgia
have gone in opposite directions
since the Gamecocks took the
Sept. 13 matchup, as well as
what seemed to be the driver’s
seat to the SEC East title.
South Carolina has since lost
back-to-back games for the first
time since 2012, and has fallen
to fifth in the division, as the
Bulldogs have shot up to first.
In response to the team’s
two losses, sophomore Pharoh
Cooper said fifth-year senior
Dylan Thompson and “a couple
other linemen” called a playersonly meeting to refocus heading
into the bye week.
“It helped a lot to hear that
from the veteran guys,” Cooper
said. “They’ve been there,
done this. They know how to

win games. They’ve been here
longer than us, so we’ll just
listen to them and stay focused
on practice.”
Cooper said it was the first
players-only meeting the team
has held in his tenure at South
Carolina.
An erratic, yet high-octane
offense led by Thompson has
prevented the team from falling
into the to the bottom of the
SEC standings this year.
Each of the Gamecocks’ four
running backs are averaging at
least four yards per carry, and
junior Mike Davis leads the
quartet with 567 yards on the
ground.
And despite a few too many
untimely turnovers, Thompson
has thrown for 1,577 yards, the
third highest in the SEC and
the 34th in the nation.
But Furman has given up
only 795 yards through the air
this season — the lowest in the
FCS.
“Furman is like they always
are,” Spurrier said. “Their
players play extremely hard,
don’t make many mistakes.

They’re actually nationally
ranked in a lot of defensive
categories. So, they’re a solid
team.”
Through six games, the
Paladins have limited their
opponents to 132.5 passing
yards game, while South
Carolina gives up 264.3 yards
p e r g a m e . H o w e v e r, t h e
Gamecocks have seen 87 more
pass attempts than the Paladins
this season.
The Gamecocks have scored
at least 30 points in four of the
team’s last six games, simply
because they’ve had to.
Spurrier noted that the team
has refocused after the 3-3 start
and has been forced to set its
sights on more attainable goals,
rather than the lofty ones that
were set before the season
started.
“I think they want to finish
with a good season. I really do,”
Spurrier said. “We do have a
lot of senior players, fourthyear players and so forth. So,
hopefully senior leadership will
kick in and we can start playing
better.”
WE
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Homecoming royalty:
meet this year’s winners

Weekend Calendar:
Oct. 17 to 19

HOMECOMING KING
Riley Brady, Beta Theta Pi
Third-year marine science student

HOMECOMING QUEEN
Leslie Knight, Phi Mu
Fourth-year public relations student

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Hometown: Midlothian, Virginia

Hometown: Clover, South Carolina

BOO AT THE ZOO

HOME MOVIE DAY

PARKER QUARTET CONCERT

Favorite board game: Yahtzee
What do you love about USC? I know it is
cliché, but I love the community. Coming from
Virginia, I wanted to go far away to somewhere
new. This is definitely a very different place. The
hype about Gamecock football, my experiences
with Greek Life, a student body diverse in
interests, hometowns, backgrounds, ethnicities
and religions and an overwhelming amount
of supportive faculty from marine science to
undergraduate research, from study abroad to
the Honors College — I absolutely love it here.

HOMECOMING PRINCESS
Stephanie Youngblood, Chi Omega
Third-year broadcast journalism student
Hometown: Camden, South Carolina
Favorite Food: Fettuccine Alfredo
What do you love about USC? I love
the countless opportunities Carolina provides
students in order to discover their passion
through personalized classes and dedicated
professors, funds to study and volunteer abroad,
as well as plenty of service and networking
opportunities in the community. These past two
years have been an incredible time of personal
growth for me, and I am forever grateful for all
the experiences and relationships I’ve gained
here.

Bucket list goal: Become Miss South Carolina
What do you love about USC? My favorite
thing about USC is the opportunities it gives every
student from the moment you become a Gamecock.
Since freshman year, I have had various roles on our
campus, my favorites being a Phi Mu sister, Dance
Marathon’s Executive Director and President of
The Cocktails, USC’s all female a cappella group.
My involvement in all three of these organizations
has left a lasting impact on my life and has given
me some of my best college experiences. I will be
forever thankful to the University of South Carolina
for these experiences, life lessons and relationships I
have made along the way.

Riverbanks Zoo and Gardens, 500 Wildlife
Parkway
Fri Oct. 17, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., $9
It’s that time of year again! Don your
costume and head to Riverbanks’ spookiest
event of the year. This year, the zoo will
feature Frankenstein’s Foam Zone and a DJ
dance party.

COLUMBIA CLASSICAL BALLET
PRESENTS: ROMEO & JULIET
Koger Center for the Arts
Fri Oct. 17, 7:30 p.m., $5 to $32 (show
student ID)
Columbia Classical Ballet brings
Shakespeare’s great tragedy to life for a limited
run. Music by Sergei Prokofiev.

HOMECOMING PRINCE
Hunter Hegmann, Phi Sigma Kappa
Fourth-year marketing and management
student

The Nickelodeon Theatre, 1607 Main St.
Sat Oct. 18, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Free
The USC Libraries’ Moving Image Research
Collections is working in conjunction with the
Nick in order to preserve, present and promote
home movies. There will be a screening of
“amateur” fi lms, as well as an expert on-site
to talk more about the preservation of home
movies.

The Darla Moore School of Business, 1014
Greene St.
Sun Oct. 19, 5 p.m., Free
Join USC’s quartet in residence as they
christen the new performance hall in the
Darla Moore School of Business. The space is
a state-of-the-art design from Rafael Vinoly.
The Parker Quartet will perform a selection
of Mendelssohn.

HAPPINESS BOMB: MEAT ME
AT TAPP’S

NEST AND
LAUNCHES

Tapp’s Art Center, 1644 Main St.
Sat Oct. 18, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Free
Called a “fancy a--” art show rummage
sale, Happiness Bomb features rock ’n’ roll,
barbecue, dinner and puppet theatre. The
show runs until Nov. 2.

Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.
Sun Oct. 19, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., Free
Poets Ed Madden and Ray McManus will
read from their respective collections in the
CMA’s art space. The informal reading will be
followed by a book signing and reception.

Check out our fashion blog:

Hometown: Poolesville, Maryland
F a v o r i t e F o o d : Ice cream, Thai and
Mediterranean cuisine
What do you love about USC? USC
operates as a large school but on a personal level.
I’ve been able to take advantage of rewarding
opportunities such as studying abroad, leading
my fraternity, serving on interfraternity council
and the personalized academics of the honors
college, all while surrounded by great friends
and SEC football.
Photos by Jacob Reeves | Weekender

on dailygamecock.com

Keep up with USC sports
on dailygamecock.com
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years have been an incredible time of personal
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quell the game day crowd, and you’re
looking as the slowest food you’ve ever
seen.
And the Herrings don’t believe
in gas or electric when it comes to
cooking. They fix all of their pork in
a competition-grade, custom-built
smoker, stoked with hickory wood. On
Friday nights during football season,
the Herrings cook all throughout the
night. Brooks sleeps on a cot next to
the bar so that he can keep a close
watch on the smoker.
“I had season football tickets, but it’s
hard to get out of this place,” Brooks
said.
His father laughed. “I’ve been to one
football game,” he said. “It was in ‘69.
We’re not gonna talk about that.”
I ask if they’ve ever thought about
participating on the competitive
barbecue circuit, to which Ralph says,
“I compete everyday. When somebody
walks in here, I just won.”
And with Brooks working 80 to100
hours per week, it’s hard to imagine
either one of them spending the
weekend away from the pit.
But next year, Brooks will begin his
career as a student at USC. A military
man and weapons expert, he has been
looking forward to this day for six
years. “I’ve wanted to go to Carolina
for a long time,” he said. It’s a kind of
homecoming for Brooks Herring. He
admits that he’s unsure how it will affect
Cock Pit, but he remains optimistic.
They’ve recently added a delivery
service for which Brooks hopes to hire
more drivers. “Right now it’s just me
and my truck,” he said.
And he’s looking to expand, as well.
Ralph’s menu keeps expanding, and
customers keep showing up.
“Not to move, but to build on,” he
said. “We’ve got the customers. We just
need more space. It restricts us.”
The Herrings aren’t just spending
all their time on pork — they’ve also
got chicken and an award-winning
brisket on the menu. (Texans, are you
listening?) Ralph says when his family
grew over the years (“from 13 people,
to 200”) many members moved away.
He was sent the brisket recipe from
family in Devine, Texas. It’s so good
that it’s also featured on the South
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Carolina Barbeque Association’s “100
Mile” list . That’s no small feat in
South Carolina.
While I’m there, Cock Pit is full of
people, most of whom the Herrings call
by name, and if not that, it’s a raised
hand or a nodded head in recognition.
They’ve created a local spot in a very
globalized city. Brooks gets a call for
delivery and waves a thank you over
his shoulder as he walks out the door.
Ralph disappears into the kitchen,
and I sit in the low light for a minute,
full and happy. There’s a certain
camaraderie between people who have
just eaten great food, and everyone in
the dining room was feeling it.
Make some time to go see Ralph.
He’d love to see you.
WE
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Offense looks to regain
momentum against
Furman
Costly errors mask
impressive stats for
South Carolina
David Roberts
@DAVIDJAYROBERTS

Kamila Melko | Weekender

Cock Pit BBQ
905A Bluff Road - Across from
Williams-Brice Stadium
803-764-0236
Tues - Fri: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Open late on gamedays
Closed Sundays and Mondays
What you want:
The sandwich basket with slaw
and fries - $7.99
Brisket plate with fried pickles
and mac-n-cheese - $16.99

Six games into the regular
season and the tone of head
coach Steve Spurrier’s usually
upbeat voice has changed.
It has systematically decreased
in confidence, and his words
now seem to favor reassurance
instead of fearlessness.
“I really do believe we have
some excellent senior leaders,”
Spurrier said at his weekly press
conference.
But things just don’t feel the
same as they did four weeks ago.
Even the Head Ball Coach
admitted that there has been
a considerable shift in the
atmosphere surrounding the
team.
“No, no we’re not into tearing
down anymore. We’re more
into encouraging. I had my one
little outburst after a couple of
kickoff returns,” he said. “You
can’t get [plays] back. You try to

learn from them and move on.
And that’s where we are.”
The preseason SEC East
favorite’s hopes of winning
a conference championship
have dwindled, and now,
with Georgia on a four-game
tear, just reaching the SEC
championship game seems next
to impossible.
South Carolina and Georgia
have gone in opposite directions
since the Gamecocks took the
Sept. 13 matchup, as well as
what seemed to be the driver’s
seat to the SEC East title.
South Carolina has since lost
back-to-back games for the first
time since 2012, and has fallen
to fifth in the division, as the
Bulldogs have shot up to first.
In response to the team’s
two losses, sophomore Pharoh
Cooper said fifth-year senior
Dylan Thompson and “a couple
other linemen” called a playersonly meeting to refocus heading
into the bye week.
“It helped a lot to hear that
from the veteran guys,” Cooper
said. “They’ve been there,
done this. They know how to

win games. They’ve been here
longer than us, so we’ll just
listen to them and stay focused
on practice.”
Cooper said it was the first
players-only meeting the team
has held in his tenure at South
Carolina.
An erratic, yet high-octane
offense led by Thompson has
prevented the team from falling
into the to the bottom of the
SEC standings this year.
Each of the Gamecocks’ four
running backs are averaging at
least four yards per carry, and
junior Mike Davis leads the
quartet with 567 yards on the
ground.
And despite a few too many
untimely turnovers, Thompson
has thrown for 1,577 yards, the
third highest in the SEC and
the 34th in the nation.
But Furman has given up
only 795 yards through the air
this season — the lowest in the
FCS.
“Furman is like they always
are,” Spurrier said. “Their
players play extremely hard,
don’t make many mistakes.

They’re actually nationally
ranked in a lot of defensive
categories. So, they’re a solid
team.”
Through six games, the
Paladins have limited their
opponents to 132.5 passing
yards game, while South
Carolina gives up 264.3 yards
p e r g a m e . H o w e v e r, t h e
Gamecocks have seen 87 more
pass attempts than the Paladins
this season.
The Gamecocks have scored
at least 30 points in four of the
team’s last six games, simply
because they’ve had to.
Spurrier noted that the team
has refocused after the 3-3 start
and has been forced to set its
sights on more attainable goals,
rather than the lofty ones that
were set before the season
started.
“I think they want to finish
with a good season. I really do,”
Spurrier said. “We do have a
lot of senior players, fourthyear players and so forth. So,
hopefully senior leadership will
kick in and we can start playing
better.”
WE

Jeﬀrey Davis | Weekender
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Gamecock Cuisine

Participate in
#Garnet&BlackFridays

Get Your
For a

Reason

In the Russell House Bookstore Today!
Wear it to the Student
Government & SAPE Tailgate
@ Gamecock Park

@UofSCSG

facebook.com/
@UofSCSG
UofSCSG

Kamila Melko | Weekender

Cock Pit Barbeque
Real barbecue comes from the heart
at local vinegar-based pork joint

See us on Saluda
Street in Five Points
for a Free Ride.
We now take VISA, Master Card &
American Express!

Lois Carlisle
@LOISCARLISLE

Cock Pit Barbeque only opened last April , but it’s
already on the South Carolina Barbeque Association’s
“100 Mile BBQ List,” an honor that only 23 pits
in the state claim . It’s located in the shadow of
Williams-Brice Stadium and in less than 24 months,
the restaurant has built a reputation with sports fans
so strong that it begs to remain tradition .
For the Herring family, owners and operators of
Cock Pit, barbecue is in their blood. According to
head chef and patriarch, Ralph Herring, the tradition
started with his grandfather. “There was no work
after the war,” he said. “So grandaddy went to a
heavily trafficked area and he dug a hole.”
It was there that Herring’s grandaddy smoked
whole pigs “low and slow” all morning and when

people left work in the afternoons for lunch, he would
open for business.
It was from him that Herring learned the formula
for vinegar-based pork, a Midlands staple. For those
of you unfamiliar with South Carolina barbecue
geography, let me lay it out for you. First of all,
“barbecue” here means pulled pork. Second, there
are three types of bases. In the lower part of the state,
they use a tomato base. In the midlands, they use
vinegar. And in the upstate, mustard-based barbecue
reigns supreme.
As a barbecue fan from the Blueridge foothills, I
am a born and bred lover of mustard-based pulled
pork. It takes a lot for me to say that vinegar makes
for the best barbecue. But I have to say, the vinegar

and citrus base at Cock Pit is good. I’d even go so
far as to day it’s damned good — so good that I ate
an entire sandwich basket in less than a minute and
a half.
It’s no wonder that on game days, the line
snakes out around the parking lot. On those special
Saturdays in South Carolina, Cock Pit serves up over
five hundred pounds of barbecue. And they’ve been
known to run out.
“We make everything fresh and serve it fast, but
we want people to know that this isn’t fast food,” said
Brooks Herring, administrator and Ralph’s son .
And he’s not kidding. Barbecue is about as slow a
food as you can get. It takes over ten hours to smoke
a pig. Multiply that by how much meat it takes to
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Home is where
the heart is

South Carolina looks to atone for
consecutive 4th-quarter collapses
Tanner Abel
@TABELABEL

Kylie Tokar
@KYLIE_TOKES

H

advisor to being a bat girl for
the baseball

team. But
the most
important
thing, she said,
was meeting people
and broadening
horizons.
“There are people
I met as an undergrad
that I am still friends
with,” Horton said.
“If I need something
professionally, there are
people that I can call.”

Horton also explained how
many new academic opportunities
are available to students now that
weren’t back in her day.
“Academically, [USC] can teach
you a lot,
but it

teaches
you
a
lot of real
word skills if
you access all that’s
available to you,” she
said.
She explained that the
Offi ce of Student Engagement

19

Ward hopes simplified scheme will
bolster defense in weeks to come

Alumnus Julie Horton talks
USC’s homecoming, what
makes university great

omecoming week at
USC holds a lot of
value for not only
c u r r e n t
students but the
alumni, as well.
The week gives
graduates
a
chance to return
to their alma mater to
celebrate school spirit and
reconnect with the people and
places that changed their lives.
Julie Horton, a member of the
MyCarolina Alumni Association
Board of Directors, graduated from
USC’s School of Journalism and
Mass Communications in 1985.
The school has changed drastically
since then, including construction
of new dorms and facilities, but she
fully supports its growth.
Horton’s daughter currently
attends USC, a third-generation
Gamecock.
“I want her to think USC is just
as wonderful, just as magical as it
was for me when I was there,” she
said. “You want to make sure that
students who come behind you get
the same kind of feeling about USC
and the same great experience.”
Horton recounted her
involvement at USC, including
everything from her job as a hall
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is one of those opportunities,
preparing students to enter the
professional world by teaching
them everything from networking
skills to table manners proper for a
business dinner.
The university has added
programs like these year after year
to offer more chances for students
to improve their experiences
here. And alumni like Horton
are impressed by the steps that
the university has taken to
improve the education of
future students.
Things like that
keep USC in Horton’s
thoughts, even decades
later.
“ Yo u c a n ’t a p p r e c i a t e
something like homecoming,”
she said. “You don’t know what
it means until you graduate and
look back on what an incredible
experience it was.”
So, take Horton’s advice and
enjoy the homecoming festivities,
remember to treasure every
moment and take advantage of the
resources that the college offers.
Because, as she said, “They help
you find you and what you want to
be, and they give you the tools to
help you get there.”
WE

It’s been quite a ride so far this season for the
South Carolina defense and not in a good way.
It’s been more like one that they thought was
going to be smooth with a few bumps, but they
didn’t expect there would be a few 50-foot drops
in the middle.
As a result of the recent two-game losing
streak, where the Gamecocks had chances to
make late stands, defensive coordinator Lorenzo
Ward has received a lot of heat for the unit’s poor
performance.
But leadership from the defense’s upperclassmen
stepped up and shouldered the blame away from
Ward for the fourth quarter collapses, saying the
recent failures are on the players.
“It wasn’t about the coaches. It was about us,”
junior safety T.J. Gurley said. “We had to look
ourselves in the eyes. We were missing a lot of
tackles, blowing some assignments.”
That’s why Ward has shifted the focus in
practice to make things simpler for his defense,
in terms of schemes with more emphasis on the
fundamentals, like tackling.
In Gurley’s opinion, his coach shouldn’t have
to simplify the schemes, as the team has had a
good bit of success with them the past couple of
seasons. Yet, it’s clear there aren’t past superstars
like Jadeveon Clowney and Kelcy Quarles that
can change the game instantly in this year’s group.
Ward is changing up some other things as well,
including where he will be during the games —
he’ll now be up in the coaching box instead of on
the sidelines. He said if he had been able to see
the Kentucky offense from up top, the Gamecocks
would have been able to stop its “Wildcat”
formation that lit them up for five touchdowns.
Kentucky’s Jojo Kemp was picking apart South
Carolina in that mobile quarterback spot two
weeks ago, which means the Gamecocks may not
have a cakewalk Saturday with another dual-threat

Olivia Barthel | Weekender

player in Furman’s true freshman quarterback, P.J.
Blazejowski.
If any positives came from South Carolina’s loss
at Kentucky, it’s that true freshman free safety D.J.
Smith seemed to make it clear that he belongs
as a starter alongside Gurley. He played well
in coverage and looked to be the most physical
player at free safety by far before getting ejected

for targeting in the third quarter. The targeting
rule states that he has to miss four quarters of a
game, so Smith won’t be allowed to play until the
second half against the Paladins.
Since Smith is one of the many players that
exemplify the Gamecock defense’s inexperience,
simplifying the play-calling stands to reason.
“I think now what we’re doing is trying to
play a little bit more base (defense) with some
of the kids we have,” defensive line coach Deke
Adams said. “We have some younger kids in
certain situations that don’t have a lot of game
experience. The easier we can make it for them,
the faster they play.”
Linebackers coach Kirk Botkin said the changes
will help the players to not think as much,
which is a good thing because according to him,
“Anytime you’re thinking, you’re playing slow.”
Maybe these adjustments can finally maximize
the potential of a South Carolina defense that
ranks 103rd in passing yards allowed per game
(264.3).
And when you’re giving up 35 points per game
like the Gamecocks are, a matchup against a
lower division team like Furman is expected to
lower that average. But if it turns into another
high-scoring affair with the Paladins winning or
nearly winning, all bets are off regarding playing
time and job security.
Redshirt senior spur Sharrod Golightly didn’t
have any answers after the game for why his team
didn’t finish against Kentucky, but he and the
team used the bye week to get over the past losses
and move ahead. Much of it was concentrating
on the “fun” aspect of football again that’s been
lacking in previous weeks.
“Definitely [the losses] were heartbreakers, but
I think you can get better from every situation,”
Golightly said. “I’m looking forward to getting
back out there.”
WE
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Ask Dailey
@askdailey
My parents live in Columbia
and they’re always pestering me
to come home for the weekend.
I’m all for free food, but I want
to experience college. How do I break it to them
that I’m just not interested?

Q:
A:

You have to tell them directly. If
your parents are like most, they’ll
understand that you need space to
do your own thing. If you’re an only
child, their feeling of detachment from their kid is
magnified. Hard as it may be, give them a call and
explain what you’re feeling. They’ll understand.
My boyfriend just broke up with
me. I have a class with him during
the week, and the thought of
seeing him day after day paralyzes
me. Do you have any advice?

Q:

Listen: life is going to suck for a
while. Maybe even a long while.
That’s a given. There’s no way of
getting back at him, and if you think
there is, you shouldn’t. Revenge can take some
seriously hurtful forms and isn’t worth thinking
about. If he says its over, it’s over. That’s the
first thing.
The second thing: If you physically cannot go
to class with him there, then you should drop
the class. I’m serious. You shouldn’t have to
sacrifice your mental health for something you
can finish up some other time.
Lastly: You have to get through this yourself.
It’s important to have someone to talk to, and
if you can find someone willing to help you
deal with the first few days, fantastic. But doing
this too much turns others into a crutch. They
will get bored with you. If every conversation is
about the ex — by the way you are both “ex’s”

A:

now — they will start to tune you out. Handing
off your misery onto others is excusable, but not
for long. Find help where you can, but keep in
mind that this is your personal sorrow and no
one else’s. The only one who can deal with it
is you.
WE
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Week Eight
Predictions
from the staff of

GET A FREE DOUGHNUT
OCT 31 WHEN YOU WEAR YOUR
COSTUME IN STORE
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Sports Editor
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Notre Dame (5) at Florida State (2)

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Florida State

Florida State

Kansas State (14) at Oklahoma (11)

Kansas State

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Kansas State

Texas A&M (21) at Alabama (7)

Alabama

Texas A&M

Texas A&M

Alabama

Oklahoma State (15) at TCU (12)

TCU

TCU

TCU

TCU

Stanford (23) at Arizona State (17)

Arizona State

Stanford

Stanford

Stanford

Kentucky at LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

Missouri at Florida

Missouri

Florida

Florida

Florida

Tennessee at Ole Miss (3)

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Georgia (10) at Arkansas

Arkansas

Georgia

Arkansas

Arkansas

© 2014 KKDC

*No purchase necessary. No masks please. Offer valid 10/31/14 at participating U.S. Krispy Kreme® shops only and is subject to product availability (which may vary by market). Limit one free
doughnut per guest per visit. Not valid with any other offer. Not redeemable at grocery or convenience stores. Customer pays any sales tax. Void where prohibited.

Danny
Garrison

Furman at South Carolina

S. Carolina 48 S. Carolina 50 S. Carolina 42 S. Carolina 48
Furman 17
Furman 24
Furman 21
Furman 20
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Sexual Assault and Violence
Intervention & Prevention

Week Eight
Schedule highlighted by battles
to stay alive in title conversation
Danny Garrison
@DANNYLGARRISON

No. 21 Texas A&M at No.
7 Alabama

Oct. 29, 2014
8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Open to all students, faculty & staff
Register: www.sa.sc.edu/shs/DVatWork
Keynote Speaker - Johnny Lee, Director, Peace at
Work, an agency dedicated to the prevention of violence
in and through the workplace
Breakout Sessions
• Domestic Violence 101: The Basics
• Domestic Violence: An HR Perspective: What
Supervisors can do to recognize, prevent and respond
to DV in the Workplace

Kentucky at LSU

WE

• Domestic Violence at Work Threat Assessment
Exercise

1410 North Millwood Avenue

Closing Session - School of Education Panel - Panel
will discuss the effects of domestic violence at work,
speciﬁcally the impact the August 2011 stabbing death of
professor Jennifer Wilson in her home had on the School
of Education.

(at the intersection of North Millwood Ave
and Washington Street)

Columbia, SC 29204
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In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success
through healthy living

.

.

The University of South Carolina is an equal
opportunity institution.
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LSU head coach Les Miles calls the
Tigers’ Death Valley the place “where
dreams go to die.” But the dream-todeath ratio has been 50/50 in two SEC
games there this year, and Kentucky
will look to put another dent in that
Saturday. The Wildcats are sitting at
5-1 and could very well break into
the top-25 and the SEC championship
conversation with a win over the
Tigers. Stop laughing — it’s true. By
LSU’s standards, this season has been
a disappointment so far, but you can
never count out a program as established
as the one from Baton Rouge . And it
doesn’t hurt that true freshman running
back Leonard Fournette has been as
terrifying for opponents as advertised.
Despite the various storylines, one
of two things can happen Saturday:
either Kentucky wins, propelling the
Wildcats to a program-defining win and
devastating LSU, or the Tigers win and
everyone outside the state of Louisiana
goes home disappointed.

Viole

Courtesy of MCT Campus

If the absurdity of the 2014 SEC
East could be summarized in one game,
it’d probably be this matchup between
Missouri and Florida. In the Tigers’ (4-2,
1-1 SEC) last three games, they’ve lost to
Indiana, mounted an improbable comeback

THE TAILGATE DOESN’T START
‘TILL YOUR CAR DOES

estic

Missouri at Florida

win against South Carolina and been shut
out 34-0 by Georgia . The Gators (32, 2-2 SEC) look highly uninterested
in winning games and quarterback Jeff
Driskel has flat-out forgotten how to play
football. These two programs are both very
much alive in the hunt for the division
title, with one conference loss for Mizzou
and two for Florida . The SEC East is a
strange bird, perhaps the strangest of all
the birds. Regardless, someone has to win
this game because this isn’t the NFL where
you can tie. The winner can keep relative
pace with Georgia for a spot in the SEC
championship game. As for the loser, well,
you can’t really count anything out with
this division, so maybe they can win, too.

Domestic Violence
@ Work
Conference

Dom

While it’s technically true to say Alabama
is Alabama in a geographical and literal
sense, Alabama is not Alabama. Head
coach Nick Saban’s bunch has put together
an uncharacteristic 5-1 record in which the
Tide narrowly escaped a loss to Arkansas
and fell to an Ole Miss defense that should
be locked up for assault. Alabama has
certainly not looked nearly as dominant as
the fighting A.J. McCarrons of days past.
All this should point to an upset-in-themaking for Texas A&M, but the Aggies are
in the throngs of a two-game losing streak
at the hands of the pair of bulldozers from
the state of Mississippi. But regardless of
the downward trend, A&M quarterback
and resident “trill” person, Kenny Hill
, leads the SEC with 2,511 passing yards
and 23 touchdown tosses . As Phyllis from
Mulga, Alabama would have you believe,
the Crimson Tide’s dynasty isn’t quite over.
But the Aggies should give Bama a run for
its money this weekend, and a loss could
certainly put a bow on the Tide’s reign of
terror.

Student Health Services
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Jeﬀrey Davis | Weekender

aturday’s tilt with Furman
was a mere afterthought
a couple of months ago,
if not a couple of weeks
ago.
Leading up to the
opener against Texas
A&M, fans and media
professionals alike
checked off wins and
losses on their paper
schedules in an attempt to peek into the cloudy
crystal ball of the upcoming college football
season.
While the first six games required minimal
debate, the “W” likely went next to the
Paladins without hesitation for most.
Following a crushing defeat at Kentucky
that left South Carolina with three losses for
the first time in four years, the Gamecocks
have had two weeks to toss and turn over FCS
opponent Furman.
Head coach Steve Spurrier said that
serious improvements needed to come from
within before they could even consider
underestimating any opponent.
“We need to really concern ourselves with
how we play, just make sure that we get in the
habit of playing sound, fundamental football,”
Spurrier said. “We’re always looking to see if
we can play the best we can.”

S

Nothing seems certain in Gamecock
Country these days as buzz continues over
inconsistent production on both sides of the
ball as well as the sidelines.
Despite entering Saturday’s contest in the
midst of a four-game losing streak, the Paladins
currently boast the top passing defense in the
FCS, allowing just 132 yards per game through
the air, compared to over 170 on the ground.
Given these numbers, South Carolina’s playcalling will be in the spotlight early and often
Saturday, even though the Gamecocks figure
to be a higher-caliber opponent than those that
Furman has faced thus far.
After compiling 183 yards in three and a
half quarters against Kentucky two weeks ago,
junior tailback Mike Davis did not receive a
single carry on the final two drives of the game
— both ending in interceptions.
This came just one week after Spurrier
elected not to go for two in an eventual onepoint loss to Missouri.
The way this season has gone, it’s easy to
forget that the Gamecocks had three losses
when they went to the SEC Championship
in 2010. However, this team has a remarkably
different feel to it.
With a road test against Auburn looming
next week, South Carolina has the chance to
shake up the college football landscape once
more.

The lowest of stepping stones needs to be
accomplished Saturday, something Spurrier
feels his team is prepared to do.
One has to wonder what the current mental
makeup is of a team that knows it will fall
short of preseason expectations with half of its
schedule still remaining.
But, according to redshirt senior offensive
guard A.J. Cann, tin terms of confidence, the
Gamecocks are fine.
“We go out with the same mentality,” he
said. “We’re looking to win, play the best we
can and go out and execute. We don’t look at
who we’re playing.”
Although Saturday’s contest may be
looked upon as a no-win situation, its mental
implications go far beyond any tactical
discoveries the Gamecocks may find.
But if South Carolina comes out and clicks
on all cylinders after what Spurrier identified
as two good weeks of practice, the Missouri
and Kentucky losses may become just a little
easier to forget.
The first step to restoring a seemingly lost
identity, Cann said, is harnessing the passion
he and his teammates have during this tough
stretch.
“Once we get fired up, it’s football,” Cann
said. “Everybody loves to play this game, so
once you step out on this field, you’re going to
be prepared and ready to go.”
WE

www.HubatColumbia.com
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Your best new
follow
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HAPPY HOMECOMING!
SERVING DOLLAR BEER EVERYDAY!
Ask about our low rental rates for your next event

Join the
Fun !

New daily drink specials!
Follow us on Twitter @blazingcopper1
for upcoming October events!
If you are under the age of 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

TUES. - SAT. FROM 5 P.M. UNTIL 2 A.M.
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Join us for Brunch

PATRICK
DAVIS
OCT 17

KELLER
WILLIAMS
OCT 18

POP EVIL
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What
now?
Following their bye
week, the Gamecocks face in-state
opponent Furman
to begin the second
half of a season that
has already been
diﬃcult, to say the
least. South Carolina sits at 3-3 after
six games, facing a
remaining schedule
that features the
reigning SEC West
champion, Auburn.
Dalton Abel
@DALTON_ABEL22

Courtesy of MCT Campus
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Behind Enemy ines

Behind Enemy Lines: 5 questions
with Paladin sports editor Forest Stulting

Despite current 4-game losing streak,
Furman looks to capitalize on struggling
South Carolina team to pull off upset

Q:

What do you think the Paladins have to
do in order to stay in this game and have
a shot to pull off an upset?

Q:

What’s the excitement level around campus
when Furman plays big schools like South
Carolina? Do fans see it as a chance to get national
exposure or just a bad beating waiting to happen?

Forest Stulting
@FURMANNEWSPAPER

Q:

It’s no secret that South Carolina has
struggled in the last few weeks. What is
Furman’s confidence level going in to this game?

A:

Furman is coming off a double OT loss
at the hands of the third-ranked team in
the FCS, Coastal Carolina. The Paladins had a
chance at winning the game but fell short on a
trick play in the first OT. I think our confidence
will be higher than ever. Our third-string
quarterback has had a few weeks to get used to
the system and be comfortable in it. Since we
are not playing for much besides pride, I think
that we will play with a looseness that will allow
us to stay in the game.

A:

The biggest thing in my opinion is going
to be ball control. Furman has one of the
better defenses in the SoCon and possibly the
FCS, so if we are able to keep our offense on
the field I think we will have a great shot at
winning.

The students get really excited when we play a
big school like South Carolina. Especially with
recent history of us traveling to other SEC and ACC
schools and giving them a run for their money. (Pun
intended.)

Q:

Q:

Furman is in the middle of a four-game
losing streak, but they haven’t necessarily
been blown out in all those losses. How close is
this team to turning a corner and competing in
the Southern Conference?

A:

The Paladins are very close to turning
around the season. With the loss of our
starting quarterback in the first game, we have
had to play a game of musical chairs at that
position. And it seems that we have found a
winner in P.J. Blazejowski.

Prediction:
I think it will be a lot closer than the experts think. And maybe even a different
outcome. With the Paladins surging and the Gamecocks doing anything but
that, I predict that the Paladins will win 27-24. The difference is going to be
the play calling of the Head Ball Coach, Steve Spurrier. He will not let Mike
Davis and the supporting cast of running backs take control of the line and the
game. Instead, he is going to try to beat the ‘Dins through the air. But it will
be ineffective against the pass rush of the Paladins. This is going to be the game
that Bruce Fowler and the Paladins turn the season around and make a push for
the SoCon title.

A:

Which Furman players should South Carolina
fans be on the lookout for Saturday?

A:

On the defensive side, the Gamecock offense
should be aware of defensive end Gary Wilkins
(the SoCon defensive player of the month) and
linebacker Marcus McMorris. These two seniors
are the two leaders of the Paladin defense. On the
offensive side, I’ve already mentioned one and that
is true freshman quarterback P.J. Blazejowski. He has
really taken hold of the Paladins offense. The other
is his throwing mate Jordan Snellings. With a big
frame, look for Blazejowski to try to find the Paladins’
leading receiver.
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Briefing
Welcome Home

“What happened [in Dallas], regardless of
the reason, is not acceptable.

Join us for our Homecoming Party

It shouldn’t have
happened.”

Southern Style

Friday 10am – 7pm & Saturday 10am – 6pm

Hannah Jeﬀrey

— Anthony Fauci, director of the Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases of the National Institutes of Health, on Ebola in the U.S.

“Please remove
Mr. Hawes from
society.”

We show both
college & NFL!

USC professor detained in
Russia, not imprisoned

“It was a terrible experience. It
seemed that everything was ﬁne.
The weather was
ﬁne. The trail was
not so hard.
Until the storm.”
- Yakov Megreli, an Israeli medical student who
was trapped in a Tibetan
snowstorm that killed at
least 27 hikers

— Pat Wilson, whose daughter, USC professor Jennifer
Wilson, was stabbed to death
in her home by Hank Hawes

@HANNAHJEFFREY34

Randy Covington, a professor
in the School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, was
detained in Russia Thursday
for teaching an investigative
journalism seminar.
Covington and fellow journalist
Joe Bergantino arrived in Russia
earlier this week to conduct
journalism training with Russian
reporters.
After a successful
two-day workshop in Moscow,
the pair headed to St. Petersburg
to begin a second workshop
but were stopped by Russian
officials, who instructed them
to stop teaching, according to
Charles Bierbauer, dean of the
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications.
“This is an abrupt intervention,”

Bierbauer said. “It was
something we were trying to
do to enhance journalism and
enhance journalism education in
Russia.”
Bierbauer said he spoke
with Covington after he and
Bergantino underwent a visa
hearing, in which they were told
their visas did not permit them
to teach in Russia. The U.S.
Embassy instructed them not
to obtain a business visa, since
those are harder to get.
“They were doing what they
were supposed to do and then
suddenly, the rules changed,”
Bierbauer said.
A c c o r d i n g t o B i e r b a u e r,
Covington has traveled to Russia
four or five times in the past
without issue.
“He’s ﬁne. He was not arrested.
He was not imprisoned,”
Bierbauer said. “We’ll have to
wait until he gets back and see
what kind of stories he has to
WE
tell.”

“Even as we celebrate their
achievements, we must recommit ourselves to the world that
they seek — one in which our
daughters have the right and opportunity to get an education and
in which all children are treated
equally.”
— Barack Obama’s response to Malala Yousafzai
and Kailash Satyarthi sharing the Nobel Peace Prize

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

Store Clerk People’s Pawn
Shop Inc. Seeking part time
young person, will work
around class schedule, must
be able to lift heavy objects,
be well groomed, honest,
reliable, and able to pass
criminal background check.
Apply in person Monday thru
Friday 9am to 4pm. See Jon.
1324 Assembly St. Columbia,
SC 29201. 803-256-1888.
Email peoples9@bellsouth.net

Boutique Shoppers Needed
Love boutique shopping?
Ongoing mystery shops at
shoe & apparel stores. Females betw 20-41 for apparel
stores and (size 2-8 ) Females
betw 20-60 & shoe size 6-10
for shoe stores. No purchase
Req’d, $22/shop. Apply online
at http://www.sassieshop.
com/2serviceperformance
Email melissag@spgweb.com

Medical Billing & Collection
Company Physician billing
and collection company has
2 openings for data entry and
various other clerical duties.
We will work around class
schedule. Please reply with
resume or letter of interest
to include your GPA, Class
and anticipated degree. Office is located in Northeast
Columbia close to I-20 & I-77.
Email sstrange@physicianservicessc.com
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Notable quotes and briefs from this
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Gamecocks hope to limit mistakes

Merry Elf Retail Sales Associate for Mon & Wed afternoons
+ some Sat. Enthusiastic personality to work with children
+ parents + giftwrap + display
now thru Xmas Eve and after.
Email schedule & resume to
littlelambsandivy@gmail.com

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5 Days. All prices include: Round-trip luxury party
cruise. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of
thirteen resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018
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For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

Send us your best “Gameday Style”
Tag your “Gameday Style” photos on
Instagram with #Brittonsgameday
brittonsofcolumbia.com
ACROSS
1 It’s often about a
yard
6 Nanny’s
challenges
11 Milk meas.
14 Pepe Le Pew’s
pursuit
15 Sit in on
16 Schnozz
extension
17 Apint to drown
your sorrows?
19 Co. with Mercury
in its logo
20 Editorial notation
21 Mays, in his last
game
22 Place
strategically
24 Clairvoyance
26 Frolicsome
27 Great diner food?
33 One might make
a ewe turn
34 Toothbrush bristle
material
35 Disregard
36 Annual award
org.
38 Some six-packs
39 “P.S. I Love You,”
originally
40 First name in
game shows
41 Piece maker?
43 Joe and Rose’s
youngest
44 Filmed scenes
from a Triple
Crown event?
48 Pig feature
49 Sidewalk stand
offering
50 Speakers’ stands
52 Army unit
54 “That was close!”
58 Cognac mate
59 What a hamster
wheel requires?
62 Most admired, in
chat rooms
63 Nail the test
64 Black ball
65 Calabria crowd?
66 Eft parents
67 Colombian
currency

DOWN
1 They come and
go
2 Discharge

3 Difference in a
close race
4 Coast Guard
craft
5 Goof
6 Diamond corner
7 Tin Woodman’s
afﬂiction
8 Org. concerned
with canine
health
9 Math squiggles
10 Drives, or driven
ones
11 “Get lost!”
12 Chorus line
13 Lord’s partner
18 Drain
23 Garlic __
25 IRS form ﬁgures
26 Parsonages
27 Hall of __
28 Awe-inspiring
29 Bordeaux wine
30 Places to spot
studs
31 Ocean’s motions
32 Went over the
limit
33 Skatepark
feature
37 Before, in Brest
39 Drop on a
sweater?
42 Sports ﬁgures
45 Like Kia Motors

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

46 Subtle distinction
47 Collectible doll
50 Finn’s vessel
51 “A Jug of Wine ...”
poet
52 Landed
53 Brooklyn
hoopsters
55 Cauldron stirrers
56 NATO alphabet
“E”
57 Attends to one’s
whistle?
60 Mountain __
61 Fall mo.
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Halfway there:
Gamecocks open
final 6 games
against Furman
PG 4

Cock Pit
Barbeque
serves up the
best pulled pork
for 100 miles
PG 11

Homecoming
hopefuls

